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Comparisons of chemosensory gene repertoires
in human and non-human feeding Anopheles
mosquitoes link olfactory genes to anthropophily

Luke Ambrose,1,3,* Iva Popovic,1 James Hereward,1 Daniel Ortiz-Barrientos,1 and Nigel W. Beebe1,2

SUMMARY

We investigate thegenetic basis of anthropophily (human host use) in a non-model
mosquito species group, the Anopheles farauti complex from the southwest Pa-
cific. This complex has experiencedmultiple transitions from anthropophily to zo-
ophily, contrasting with well-studied systems (the global species Aedes aegypti
and the African Anopheles gambiae complex) that have evolved to be specialist
anthropophiles. By performing tests of selection and assessing evolutionary pat-
terns for >200 olfactory genes from nine genomes, we identify several candidate
genes associated with differences in anthropophily in this complex. Based on
evolutionary patterns (phylogenetic relationships, fixed amino acid differences,
and structural differences) as well as results from selection analyses, we identify
numerous genes that are likely to play an important role in mosquitoes’ ability
to detect humans as hosts. Our findings contribute to the understanding of the
evolution of insect olfactory gene families and mosquito host preference as well
as having potential applied outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

Many insect behaviors are informed by chemosensory signals, including the host preferences of blood-

feeding insects (Takken, 1991; Zwiebel and Takken, 2004; Haverkamp et al., 2018). Some of these behaviors

have significant economic and medical implications. In the case of mosquitoes, the most important

arthropod vectors of human-disease-causing pathogens (Robert and Debboun, 2020), understanding

how olfaction drives host preference will provide additional tools for vector control and disease prevention.

Mosquito host preference has been shown to be driven largely by olfaction (Takken, 1991) and to have a ge-

netic basis (Main et al., 2016). Several major gene families are involved in this behavior including receptor pro-

teins—olfactory receptors (Ors) (Missbach et al., 2014; Brand et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2020), gustatory receptors

(Grs) (Scott, 2018), ionotropic receptors (Irs) (Benton et al., 2009)) —and soluble globular proteins (odorant-

binding proteins (Obps) (Pelosi et al., 2005). Owing to their central role in olfaction, genes in these families

are often involved in the evolution of changes in host preference, including changes in the range of hosts

on which insects feed (Matsuo et al., 2007). This host range is highly variable across different mosquito species

and populations. Mostmosquitoes species are generalists whose host use is largely determined by availability

(Takken and Verhulst, 2013), but some species of mosquitoes are highly specialized and can only feed on hosts

of one or a few closely related species (Borkent and Belton, 2006; Bartlett-Healy et al., 2008; Reeves et al.,

2018). Because of their strong preference for feeding on humans, Anopheles gambiae and Aedes aegypti

are two of the most efficient vectors of human diseases (Besansky et al., 2004; Ritchie, 2014). As such, they

have been the focus of previous research investigating the genetic basis of human host preference in mosqui-

toes. Both A. gambiae and Ae. aegypti have recently evolved from host generalists into human feeding

specialists as a result of human-induced changes in the environment such as land clearing, agriculture, and

urbanization (Costantini et al., 1999; Powell and Tabachnick, 2013; Rose et al., 2020). This is in contrast to

the A. farauti complex, where in the same isolated geographical area, species and populations have evolved

repeatedly and independently from anthropophilic generalists into zoophilic specialists (Ambrose et al., 2012).

Research in the two major study systems mentioned above has been focused on identifying the molecular

and genetic basis of differences in host preference between closely related zoophilic and anthropophilic

mosquito species (Rinker et al., 2013; McBride et al., 2014; Athrey et al., 2017). This research has been
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successful in identifying human kairomones that are attractive to mosquitoes (Geier et al., 1999; Meijerink

et al., 2000; Braks et al., 2001; Costantini et al., 2001; Dekker et al., 2002; Dekker et al., 2005; Leal, 2010;

Lacey et al., 2014; Frei et al., 2017), as well as gene products expressed in mosquito olfactory systems

that are involved in detecting these kairomones (Carey et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010). Disruption of these

molecular pathways and mechanisms would disable mosquitoes’ ability to sense humans as hosts, poten-

tially providing a control target to reduce the spread of mosquito-borne diseases.

We introduce a system that is well-suited for studying the genetic basis of anthropophily in mosquitoes: the

Anopheles farauti complex. Species of this complex are endemic to the southwest Pacific (Beebe et al.,

2015) and have undergone repeated evolution of differences in host preference (Ambrose et al., 2012).

Although most members of the group are anthropophilic generalists, there are distinct species and pop-

ulations in the group that have evolved to be exclusively zoophilic (Ambrose et al., 2012). The strictly

zoophilic behavior in A. hinesorum and A. irenicus from the Solomon Archipelago, is evidenced by

numerous human landing catches in which these species have not been collected, despite being per-

formed near highly productive larval habitats (Foley et al., 1994; Beebe et al., 2000; Cooper and Frances,

2002). These experiments were performed in both Bougainville (Foley et al., 1994; Cooper and Frances,

2002) and Guadalcanal (Beebe et al., 2000, Ambrose unpublished data). Phylogenetic and population ge-

netic relationships suggest that zoophily has evolved more than once in the A. farauti complex in the Sol-

omon Archipelago. This shift in behavior has evolved in a cryptic species of the A. farauti complex—An.

irenicus found only on Guadalcanal Island, and independently at least once in A. hinesorum for which there

are two mitochondrially distinct zoophilic populations found in different parts of the Solomon Archipelago

(Ambrose et al., 2012). The independent evolution of zoophily in this system provides natural evolutionary

replication of the loss of the ability or preference to use humans as hosts. However it should be noted that

these species have not been successfully colonized, meaning that controlled experiments on their host

preferences have not been performed.

Although most A. hinesorum populations in the Solomon Archipelago are strictly zoophilic, recent human

landing collections in the Western Islands of the Solomon Archipelago (nearest New Guinea) collected A. hi-

nesorum seeking humans (Burkot et al., 2018). Some individuals collected in this population were found to

carry a mtDNACOI genotype not previously found in the Solomon Archipelago. This genotype is also present

in human-feedingmainlandNewGuinean populations, suggesting a recent introduction of females fromNew

Guinea to the Solomon Archipelago. Microsatellite analysis suggested that this human feeding island

population has a nuclear genomic background very similar to other Solomon Archipelago populations of

the species (Ambrose et al., 2021). Thus,A. hinesorumpopulations in the SolomonArchipelago allow intraspe-

cific comparison of populations with very similar nuclear genomes but differences in behavior. Altogether, the

relationships observed between species and populations of the A. farauti complex with differences in host

preference make it a particularly useful system for identifying the genetic basis of human host detection by

mosquitoes. By comparing the genomes and coding sequences of olfactory gene repertoires in

the A. farauti complex, we hope to gain an understanding of the genetic basis of this difference in behavior.

In this study, we investigate how selection has operated on genes belonging to the major olfactory gene

families—Ors, Grs, Irs, andObps—in theA. farauti complex, during host shifts frommammalian generalism

to exclusive zoophily. The evolution of this phenotype constitutes a loss of the ability to detect humans (and

possibly mammals more broadly) as hosts. Previous literature shows that the evolution of loss of function

phenotypes (including behavioral phenotypes) often involves either relaxed selection on genes associated

with that function (Lahti et al., 2009; Wertheim et al., 2015; Calderoni et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2019) and/or

adaptive (positive) selection on similar genes (McBride, 2007; McBride and Arguello, 2007; Harpur et al.,

2014). We, therefore, hypothesize that a subset of olfactory genes may have experienced relaxed or pos-

itive selection during the evolution of zoophily in the A. farauti complex. Furthermore, the same or different

genes may be involved in the independent evolution of zoophily in the species complex. Our aims are to

assess evolutionary patterns in olfactory genes and gene families and to identify candidate genes involved

in differences in human host preference in the species complex. We sequence and assemble 11 genomes

from individuals in the A. farauti complex with different host preferences, manually extracts >200 olfactory

genes from nine genomes and perform comparative evolutionary tests including phylogeny-informed, hy-

pothesis-based tests of selection. Our findings corroborate previous studies on the genetic underpinnings

of host preference in mosquitoes and provide insight into previously undiscovered genes that may be

involved in the ability of Anopheles mosquitoes to detect humans as hosts.
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RESULTS

Whole-genome phylogenies and species relationships

Initially, we assessed phylogenetic relationships in the A. farauti species complex based on whole-genome

nuclear variants and whole mitogenomes (Figure 1). We sequenced the whole genomes of 11 individuals

from six species at high coverage (40-80x) (Table 1) and assembled these by mapping short reads to

the A. farauti reference genome available on VectorBase (Neafsey et al., 2015; Vectorbase: Bioinformatic

resources for invertebrate vectors of human pathogens, 2021). Anopheles farauti and A. irenicus form a

monophyletic pair for the neighbor-joining nuclear SNP dendrogram (Figure 1B), supporting their previously

asserted sister species relationship (Ambrose et al., 2012). However, A. farauti is most closely related to

A. hinesorum based on the mitogenome phylogeny (Figure 1A). This result was expected given that A. farauti

populations throughout northern Australia and southern NewGuinea carry mitochondrial DNA that has intro-

gressed from A. hinesorum (Ambrose et al., 2012), and that the A. farauti sample sequenced originated from

QLD, Australia (Figure 1). Themitogenome phylogeny also verifies that the zoophilic Solomon ArchipelagoA.

hinesorum individuals sequenced represents the two divergent northern and southern lineages previously

identified (Ambrose et al., 2012). The close relationship between the nuclear genomes of A. hinesorum pop-

ulations from the Solomon Archipelago, previously observed in microsatellite data (Ambrose et al., 2021), is

further supported by the nuclear phylogeny as well as phylogenetic relationships of most olfactory genes.

In the nuclear phylogeny,A. hinesorum lineages form a well-supported monophyletic clade, with the northern

New Guinea individual being the most divergent from the rest of the species.

Sequence divergence and genomic location of olfactory genes in the A. farauti complex

Using gene prediction methods (tBLASTn and Gene-Wise) (Birney et al., 2004; Gerts et al., 2006), we

isolated and analyzed high-quality sequence data from 54 Or genes, 68 Obp genes, 37 Ir genes, and 50

Gr genes, from nine of the genomes assembled. This represents most of the olfactory gene repertoire

of A. gambiae, as classified by Rinker et al., 2013 (Rinker et al., 2013); however, several olfactory genes pre-

sent in A. gambiae appear to have been lost in A. farauti. For some genes, missing orthologs resulted in

alignments with a reduced set of individuals (Tables S1–S4).

A

B

Figure 1. Mitogenome and consensus nuclear genome phylogenies

(A) Neighbor-joining phylogeny for samples used in this study based on whole mitogenome data. Support values are

based on 1000 bootstrap replicates.

(B) Consensus neighbor-joining phylogeny for samples used in this study based on 164 041 SNPs from whole-genome

sequence data. Support values are based on 1000 bootstrap replicates. Host preference is indicated by branch color as

indicated in the key and the top-right panel is a map of the region, providing geographical context.
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When looking at overall gene family evolution, we found no significant differences in gene conservation

among the four gene families. Gene conservation was measured as the percentage of identical sites in

both nucleotide (ANOVA, df = 3, 209, F = 0.66, p = 0.58) and amino acid alignments (ANOVA, df = 3,

209, F = 0.4889 p = 0.69). However, we did observe greater variance in Obps than in other gene families,

including some extremely conserved genes (78.5–98.7 percent nucleotide identity; 73.8–100 percent amino

acid identity). As a point of reference, the highly conserved insect olfactory co-receptor gene (Orco) has

98.1% identical sites for the nucleotide sequence and 99.4% identical sites for the amino acid sequence.

The mean values for percentage nucleotide identity across all gene families range from 92.66 to 93.44

and median values range from 92.5 to 93.7. The mean values for percentage amino acid identity range

from 92.21 to 93.18 and median values range from 92.2 to 94. See Figure S1 for a visual representation

of these results as well as summary statistics for each gene family and Tables S1–S4 for sequence identity

data for each individual gene in each family.

We assessed chromosome level synteny between A. gambiae and A. farauti by examining whether genes

foundon the largestA. farauti scaffolds arepredominantly foundon the sameA. gambiae chromosome (Fig-

ure S2). BothA. gambiae andA. farauti have three sets of chromosomes (one set of sex chromosomes—X/Y,

and two sets of autosomes—chromosomes two and 3). We found that chromosomal synteny between A.

gambiae andA. farauti is largely conserved and found in five scaffolds from the A. farauti reference genome

that may be located on the X chromosome. We found nine olfactory genes on A. farauti scaffold KI915047

(fiveObps, twoOrs, and two Irs), all of which are foundon theA. gambiaeX chromosome, apart fromObp30,

which currently has an unknown location in A. gambiae. Other A. farauti scaffolds which are likely to be

located on the X chromosome include KI915047, KI915065, KI915074, and KI915078.

Scaffolds that are likely to be located on the right arm of the A. farauti autosomal chromosome two (2R)

include scaffolds KI915040 (30.17 Mbp), KI915046 (7.418 Mbp), KI915048 (6.651), and KI915049 (6.084

Mbp). We found 37 olfactory genes on KI915040 (13 Ors, nine Obps, nine Irs, and six Grs), with 36 of these

located on chromosome 2R in A. gambiae and two (Obps 60 and 79) of unknown genomic location. For

genes where genomic location is known in A. gambiae, all olfactory gene orthologs on A. farauti scaffold

KI915046 (7.418 Mbp)—one Or, two Obps, two Grs, one Ir—are found on A. gambiae 2R. For the 19

olfactory genes found on scaffold KI915048, 18 are found on 2R with one of the unknown location inA. gam-

biae. All four olfactory genes found on KI915049 are also found on A. gambiae chromosome 2R.

Scaffolds associated with the left arm of chromosome two (2L) include KI915041 (22.738 Mbp) and KI915044

(12.895 Mbp). A total of 24 olfactory genes were identified on scaffold KI915041—eightObps, fourOrs, six

Grs and seven Irs—21 of these are found on chromosome 2L in A. gambiae, with Obp67 found on 3L and

Obp78, Ir137 and Ir138 having unknown genomic locations. On KI915044 we found 20 olfactory genes (12

Obps, three Ors, two Grs, and one Ir) with 17 being found on chromosome 2L in A. gambiae and unknown

locations for Obp77, 80, and 81.

Table 1. Sample information on the individuals sequenced in this study

Sample ID Species Location Host preference Collection Coverage Lib type

QLD_far A. farauti s.s. Queensland (Aus) Opportunist (A) Adult (HLC) 60 250bp PE

sSI_iren A. irenicus Guadalcanal (SI) Animal (Z) larval 64 250bp PE

sSI_hin A. hinesorum Guadalcanal (SI) Animal (Z) larval 62 250bp PE

nSI_hin A. hinesorum Bougainville (SI) Animal (Z) larval 49 250bp PE

WPSI_hin A. hinesorum Western Province (SI) Opportunist (A) Adult (HLC) 30 100bp PE

QLD_hin A. hinesorum Queensland (Aus) Opportunist (A) Adult (CDC) 60 250bp PE

nNG_hin A. hinesorum Northern New Guinea Opportunist (A) Adult (HLC) 39 100bp PE

eNG_hin A. hinesorum Eastern New Guinea Opportunist (A) Adult (HLC) 41 100bp PE

NG_Pun A. punctulatus New Guinea Opportunist (A) Adult (HLC) 87 250bp PE

Sample ID= name given to the sample sequenced; Species= species that the sample belongs to; Location= geographic location that the sample was collected;

Host preference = host preference of the population from which the sample was taken: Opportunist (A) = will readily feed on humans and other mammals),

Animal (Z) = only feeds on animals other than humans (unknown hosts);Collection = indicates whether the sample was collected as an adult or larva and whether

adults were collected in human landing catches (HLCs) or with CDC traps;Coverage= estimated average genome coverage ofmapped reads; Lib type= Type of

paired-end library used to generate sequence data (either 250bp paired-end reads or 100bp paired-end reads).
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Scaffolds associated with the right arm of chromosome three (3R) include KI915042 (16.089 Mbp) and

KI915043 (15.719 Mbp). All 12 genes found on contig KI915042—one Obp, two Ors, three Irs, and six

Grs—are found on chromosome 3R in A. gambiae. Of the 24 olfactory genes (seven Obps, 15 Ors, and

one Gr) found on A. farauti scaffold KI915043, 18 are located on A. gambiae chromosome 3R. However,

Obps 70 and 71 are found on chromosome 2L in A. gambiae, Obp69 and Ir140.1 are found on 2R and

Obps 74 and 76 are of unknown location in A. gambiae.

Scaffolds likely to be located on the left arm of chromosome three (3L) include KI915045 (12.084 Mbp) and

KI915047 (6.913 Mbp). Fifteen olfactory genes were found on scaffold KI915045 (12.084 Mbp)—oneGr, two

Irs, oneOr, 11Obps—of these, 13 are found on chromosome 3L, with Obp58 and 59 of unknown location in

A. gambiae. Nine olfactory genes were found on KI915047 (6.913 Mbp)—five Obps (one unknown in A.

gambiae), two Ors, and two Irs.

Patterns of olfactory gene family evolution

To further explore patterns of selection within and between olfactory gene families we analyzed distribu-

tions of kA/kS values for entire gene families. Owing to to non-normal distributions of residuals, we used

Kruskal Wallis tests to assess whether differences in distributions are significant. All but two pairwise

tests between gene families were significant—Ors/Grs (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 11.431, df = 1,

p = 7.22 3 10�4), Ors/Irs (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 17.933, df = 1, p = 2.29 3 10�5), Obps/Grs (Krus-

kal-Wallis chi-squared = 17.968, df = 1, p = 2.25 3 10�5), Obps/Irs (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 22.332,

df = 1, p = 2.29 3 10�6). The two non-significant comparisons were betweenOrs and Obps (Kruskal-Wallis

chi-squared = 1.66, df = 1, p = 0.19) and Grs and Irs (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 0.439, df = 1, p = 0.51).

Although the overall mean kA/kS values are similar between gene families (Ors = 0.216, Grs = 0.252,

Irs = 0.221, Obps = 0.245), the median of Obps is much lower than for the three other gene families

(Obps = 0.158,Ors = 0.182,Grs = 0.194, Irs = 0.199), despiteObps having the second highest mean kA/kS.

To compare overall rates of positive selection operating on gene families between phenotype comparison

classes, we also compared kA/kS by gene family and phenotype comparison, with anthropophilic versus

anthropophilic comparisons providing a baseline for comparison to anthropophilic versus zoophilic com-

parisons (Figure 2). We separated anthropophilic versus zoophilic comparisons into the three separate lin-

eages/individuals sequenced to assess species/lineage-specific patterns, though it should be noted based

on nuclear phylogenetic patterns observed, that zoophagy may not have evolved independently in the two

zoophilic A. hinesorum lineages.

We found that mean pairwise kA/kS ratios for gene families overall were consistently highest in compari-

sons between A. irenicus and anthropophilic individuals (Figure 2), as were median kA/kS ratios in all

Figure 2. kA/kS by gene family, comparison class, and zoophilic lineage

Boxplots are shown for each gene family by comparison class and zoophilic lineage, with standard errors around means

presented;Z= zoophilic,A=anthropophilic. Individual comparisonswith kA/kS>1 are shownonplots. Summary statistics

for each gene family/comparison class are as follows:Grs (mean, median) A vs A (0.259, 0.205), A vs NSI hinesorum (0.229,

0.179), A vs SSI hinesorum (0.239, 0.180), A vs irenicus (0.261, 0.213); Irs (mean, median) A vs A (0.233, 0.211), A vs NSI

hinesorum (0.217, 0.199), A vs SSI hinesorum (0.210, 0.185), A vs irenicus (0.235, 0.198);Obps (mean, median) A vs A (0.260,

0.180), A vs NSI hinesorum (0.199, 0.124), A vs SSI hinesorum (0.232, 0.126), A vs irenicus (0.299, 0.206);Ors (mean, median)

A vs A (0.214, 0.186), A vs NSI hinesorum (0.193, 0.166), A vs SSI hinesorum (0.193, 0.150), A vs irenicus (0.223, 0.196).
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gene families apart from Irs where anthropophilic vs anthropophilic comparisons showed the highest

median value. The distributions of kA/kS values in comparisons between A. irenicus and anthropophilic in-

dividuals were also found to be significantly different from comparisons between zoophilic A. hinesorum

from the both the northern and southern Solomon Archipelago and anthropophilic individuals for Obps

(Wilcoxon test: p = 5.3 3 10�7, 3.2 3 10�6), Ors (Wilcoxon test: 5.9 3 10�4, 2.2 3 10�4) and Grs (Wilcoxon

test: p = 0.0018, 0.0031). The only significant difference in kA/kS distributions for Irs was found between the

anthropophilic vs anthropophilic comparison and the southern Solomon hinesorum vs anthropophilic

comparison (Wilcoxon test: p = 0.017). Although mean kA/kS values were also consistently higher in

comparisons between A. irenicus and anthropophilic individuals than in anthropophilic vs anthropophilic

comparisons, distributions of kA/kSwere not found to be significantly different for any gene family between

these comparison classes; however, some were close to significant, assuming a type I error rate of 5%

(OBPs, p = 0.054). Average kA/kS values for all gene families were higher for anthropophilic vs anthropo-

philic comparisons compared with comparisons between anthropophilic individuals and both zoophilic

A. hinesorum lineages (Figure 2). Distributions for these comparisons were all significantly different except

for the anthropophilic vs anthropophilic comparison against the anthropophilic vs southern Solomon A. hi-

nesorum lineage for Irs.

We found that Obps proportionately have the most kA/kS values above one in all comparison classes,

including in zoophilic vs anthropophilic comparisons. We found that this excess of kA/kS values over

one in zoophilic/anthropophilic (32/976) comparisons versus anthropophilic/anthropophilic comparisons

(12/654), was close to significant when tested with a two-sample test for equality of proportions (Chi-

squared = 2.58, df = 1, p = 0.054). To visually summarize this pattern, we plotted the overall mean and me-

dian kA/kS, as well as outlier kA/kS values for each gene family by comparison type (Figure 2). See Figure 2

for summary statistics for each comparison class by the gene family.

Candidate genes involved in human host detection – evolutionary patterns predicted for

zoophilic host shifts

We applied four criteria indicating a potential association of a gene with the observed host shift to zoophily:

(i) fixed amino acid differences between anthropophilic and zoophilic species and populations; (ii) specific

phylogenetic relationships between species and populations (Figure 3); (iii) higher kA/kS ratios in comparisons

of different (anthropophilic vs zoophilic) versus same (anthropophilic vs anthropophilic) behavioral classes; and

(iv) differences in gene structure (putative insertions or deletions in coding sequences) (see Table 2).

Only one gene, Ir8a, contains a fixed amino acid substitution unique to all zoophilic individuals. This

substitution (Glutamine to Histidine) has resulted from a different nucleotide substitution in A. irenicus

and zoophilic A. hinesorum. Within Ir8a there are three additional fixed amino acid differences at sites

47 (Aspartic acid to Glutamic acid), 75 (Leucine to Valine), and 234 (Threonine to Alanine) between both

zoophilic A. hinesorum individuals sequenced and the other the species/populations (Figure 4). An

additional 12 genes contained at least one fixed amino acid substitution unique to zoophilic A. hinesorum

lineages (oneObp –Obp 22; three Irs; Ir7i, 7u, and 8a; four Grs – Gr39, 40, 57, and 60; and fourOrs –Or11,

24, 66, and 75). For further details of amino acid substitutions in these genes see Table 2.

Based on prior knowledge of genetic relationships between populations in the A. farauti complex, we

expect genes involved in differences in host preference to show specific phylogenetic patterns (Figure 3).

The strongest phylogenetic signal suggesting that a gene is correlated with host preference would be

anthropophilic and zoophilic lineages (populations and species) forming monophyletic groups. We found

no genes showing this relationship. Another pattern suggestive of a gene is a strong candidate is genes for

which anthropophilic and zoophilic A. hinesorum forming monophyletic clades (Figure 3B). We found 12

genes showing this phylogenetic pattern with strong bootstrap support (>80) and a further 14 genes

showing this pattern with weaker support, including Ir8a. Eleven genes showed evidence of insertions or

deletions in the coding sequences of at least one zoophilic lineage. Furthermore, most genes showed

the Solomon Archipelago samples to be monophyletic (34/38 Irs, 46/50 Grs, 48/57 Ors, 44/69 Obps).

For 17 genes we found overall higher kA/kS ratios in comparisons of anthropophilic vs zoophilic, than

anthropophilic vs anthropophilic comparisons based on non-overlapping SE bars (Figure S3). These

include two Grs, three Irs, six Obps, and six Ors (Figure S3). Three of these genes (Ir8a, Gr57, and Or75)

also contained a fixed amino acid substitution between anthropophilic and zoophilic populations. As there
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may also be lineage and species-specific differences in selection and substitution rate on olfactory genes,

we also present pairwise kA/kS ratios between the three zoophilic lineages and anthropophilic individuals

for each gene separately (Figures S4–S7). This revealed only two genes (Ir8a and Obp71) showing consis-

tently higher kA/kS ratios in different vs same phenotype comparisons (Figures S6 and S7). Although many

genes showed higher average kA/kS ratios uniquely in comparisons between A. irenicus and anthropo-

philic individuals relative to anthropophilic vs anthropophilic comparisons (n = 28), fewer genes showed

a similar lineage-specific signal for comparisons involving zoophilic A. hinesorum lineages (nSI hinesorum:

n = 4; sSI hinesorum: n = 5; Figures S4–S7 and Table 2). An additional five genes showed higher kA/kS ratios

only in comparisons involving both zoophilic A. hinesorum lineages; however, this may be owing to gene

flow or shared inheritance of these loci rather than selection acting independently in these lineages, espe-

cially as four of these genes show phylogenetic signals, suggesting that zoophilicA. hinesorum lineages are

most closely related to each other. Other genes show higher kA/kS ratios in A. irenicus and only one of the

zoophilic A. hinesorum lineages. Additionally, we observed conflicting signals of selection for many genes

with regards to kA/kS ratios for anthropophilic vs zoophilic comparisons relative to anthropophilic vs

anthropophilic comparisons (Table 2). Altogether, these results suggest that some genes are involved in

detecting olfactory signals not associated with the detection of hosts and that different combinations of

olfactory genes may be involved in host detection in the different zoophilic lineages.

A

B

C

Figure 3. Expected phylogenetic relationship in

candidate genes

Blue branches represent zoophilic lineages while red

branches represent anthropophilic lineages. hin = A.

hinesorum; hin SI = A. hinesorum from the Solomon

Archipelago; far = A. farauti; iren = A. irenicus. Grs =

Gustatory receptors; Irs = Ionotropic receptors; Ors =

Olfactory receptors; Obps = Olfactory binding

proteins. Numbers to the right of the figure show the

proportion of genes in which each relationship was

observed.

(A) The strongest hypothetical phylogenetic signal of a

gene being involved in differences in host preference.

Observing this relationship would suggest that a gene

has introgressed from one zoophilic lineage to the

others.

(B) The strongest phylogenetic relationship observed in

this study suggestive of a gene being a potential

candidate. For genes showing this relationship,

zoophilic (Z) A. hinesorum from the Solomon

Archipelago form an exclusive clade and

anthropophilic (A) A. hinesorum fall within a clade

containing other anthropophilic A. hinesorum (from

Queensland and/or New Guinea).

(C) A weaker phylogenetic relationship potentially

suggestive of a gene being a candidate. For genes

showing this relationship, all A. hinesorum samples

from the Solomon Islands form a monophyletic clade

with the two zoophilic individuals being most closely

related.
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Table 2. Evolutionary patterns for candidate genes

GeneID Fixed aa Sub/site Phyl > kA/kS < kA/kS Exons

Obp3 – – B > iren, sSI_hin – –

Obp4 – – C > sSI_hin < nSI_hin -

Obp5 – – – - - Y Exons – Z_hin

Obp7 – – C >> Z_hin – –

Obp8 – – - > nSI_hin < sSI_hin –

Obp10 – – C >> iren << nSI_hin –

Obp13 – – – >> iren, nSI_hin – –

Obp14 - - C - - -

Obp15 - - - > iren < nSI_hin -

Obp20 - - C > iren - -

Obp22 Z_hin T to I, 139 B >> iren < Z_hin Y Exons sSI_iren

Obp24 – – - > iren << Z_hin –

Obp25 – – C > nSI_hin – –

Obp27 – – C - < Z_hin –

Obp28 – – C – – –

Obp29 – – C – – –

Obp30 – – C – – –

Obp31 – – B > iren – –

Obp34 – – – >> iren, > nSI_hin – –

Obp35 – – - >> iren << Z_hin –

Obp40 – – - >> iren – –

Obp41 – – C >> iren – –

Obp43 – – - > sSI_hin - -

Obp44 – – C - << iren -

Obp45 – – B - - Y Exons

Obp46 – – C > iren < Z_hin –

Obp47 – – B – – –

Obp48 – – C - << iren, < Z_hin Y Exons – nSI_hin

Obp52 – – - >> iren, nSI_hin < sSI_hin –

Obp53 – – - >> iren, nSI_hin < sSI_hin –

Obp54 – – - > iren – –

Obp55 – – - > iren < nSI_hin –

Obp56 – – - > sSI_hin, < iren –

Obp58 – – C - < iren –

Obp59 – – C – – –

Obp60 – – B > sSI_hin - Y Exons

Obp63 – – C - < A v Z –

Obp64 – – - >> iren – –

Obp66 – – C - << iren –

Obp67 – – C – < iren, nSI_hin –

Obp70 – – B – < nSI_hin –

Obp71 – – B >> A v Z – –

Obp74 – – – - - Exons sSI_iren

Obp77 – – - >> sSI_hin – –

Obp80 – – C - << Z_hin, < iren –

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

GeneID Fixed aa Sub/site Phyl > kA/kS < kA/kS Exons

Or1 – – C – – –

Or2 – – - >> iren, > sSI_hin – –

Or5 – – - > iren < sSI_hin -

Or6 – – C - << sSI_hin, < iren, nSI_hin Exons – nSI_hin

Or11 Z_hin A to V,276 C - - -

Or13 – – - > iren – –

Or14 – – - > iren – –

Or16 – – - >> iren – –

Or23 – – B – – –

Or24 Z_hin I to M, 342 C - << iren –

Or25 – – B – < sSI_hin –

Or26 – – - >> iren – –

Or28 – – C > iren, nSI_hin - -

Or31 – – C >> iren – –

Or33 – – C – < sSI_hin –

Or34 – – - > iren – –

Or37 – – – > Z_hin – –

Or38 – – C - < Z_hin Exons – sSI_iren

Or40 – – – >> iren, > sSI_hin << nSI_hin –

Or41 – – C > iren – –

Or42 – – - >> sSI_hin < iren –

Or43 – – B - < A v Z –

Or45 – – B – – –

Or46 – – – > sSI_hin << iren, nSI_hin -

Or52 – – – > iren - -

Or53 – – – >> nSI_hin - Exons – nSI_hin

Or55 – – - > iren – –

Or58 – – B – < nSI_hin –

Or64 – – C – < iren –

Or66 Z_hin A to V, 236 C - - -

Or75 Z_hin E to K, 138 B >> iren, > sSI_hin – –

Or77 – – B - - -

Or80 – – C – – –

Gr2 – – - > iren – –

Gr4 – – C >> iren – –

Gr5 – – B – – –

Gr8 – – - > iren << nSI_hin –

Gr9 – – - >> iren – –

Gr12 – – C – – –

Gr14 – – C > iren – –

Gr15 – – C - < Z_hin –

Gr22 – – B - << Z_hin –

Gr23 – – B >> iren < nSI_hin –

Gr24 – – C > iren – –

Gr28 – – - > iren – –

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

GeneID Fixed aa Sub/site Phyl > kA/kS < kA/kS Exons

Gr29 – – C >> iren, > nSI_hin – –

Gr30 – – B – – –

Gr35 – – - >> iren < sSI_hin –

Gr36 – – B - << iren, sSI_hin –

Gr39 Z_hin K to N, 345 B > iren – –

Gr40 Z_hin S to T, 371 C – – –

Gr45 – – - > nSI_hin – –

Gr46 – – C – << iren –

Gr48 – – - > sSI_hin – –

Gr50 – – - >> iren < nSI_hin –

Gr51 – – - > iren – –

Gr52 – – - > iren – –

Gr54 – – C – – –

Gr55 – – C – < iren –

Gr57 Z_hin A/T to G, 288 B >> Z_hin - -

Gr58 – – C >> nSI_hin – –

Gr59 – – C – < iren –

Gr60 Z_hin A/- to G; D to T, 42; 286 B - << iren -

Ir7h.1 – – C > iren – –

Ir7i Z_hin K to N; R to H, 2; 492 C - << iren -

Ir7s – – C – < iren –

Ir7u Z_hin S to A, 109 C >> iren - -

Ir7w - - - > sSI_hin – –

Ir8a Z (1), Z_hin (3) Figure 4 B >> A v Z – –

Ir21a – – B - << sSI_hin, < iren Exons – nSI_hin

Ir25a – – – >> iren, nSI_hin – –

Ir31a – – C – – –

Ir40a – – - >> iren, << nSI_hin, < sSI_hin -

Ir40c – – C - - Exons – Z

Ir41a – – - > nSI_hin << iren, sSI_hin -

Ir41b – – C >> Z_hin - -

Ir41c – – - >> iren << nSI_hin, < sSI_hin –

Ir68a – – C – – –

Ir101 – – C > Z_hin – –

Ir134 – – C > iren << Z_hin –

Ir136 – – - > iren – –

Ir137 – – - >> iren – –

Ir139 – – B - - -

iren = A. irenicus; Z_hin = zoophilic A. hinesorum; nSI_hin = A. hinesorum from northern Solomon Archipelago; sSI_hin = A. hinesorum from southern Solomon

Archipelago.GeneID =Gene orthologue fromAnopheles gambiae; Fixed aa = genes showing evidence of fixed amino acid differences between anthropophilic

and zoophilic lineages; Sub/site = amino acid substitution (anthropophilic to zoophilic) and position in amino acid alignment when substitution has occurred;

Phyl = candidates showing phylogenetic patterns B or C, as shown in Figure 3; > kA/kS = genes showing higher kA/kS ratios in zoophilic/anthropophilic (Z/

A) comparisons relative to anthropophilic/anthropophilic (A/A), based on differences in SE or IQR (>) or SE and IQR (>>); < kA/kS = genes showing lower

kA/kS ratios in zoophilic/anthropophilic (Z/A) comparisons relative to anthropophilic/anthropophilic (A/A), based on differences in SE or IQR (>) or SE and

IQR (>>); Exons = genes with evidence of insertions or deletions in coding regions. See also Figures S4–S7.
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See Table 2 for a summary of candidate genes involved in differences in host preference based on evolu-

tionary patterns.

Candidate genes involved in human host detection – tests of selection

To examine the intensity of selection that may have operated on genes belonging to the four major

olfactory gene families (Ors,Grs, Irs, andObps) in the A. farauti complex, we use the program RELAX (Wer-

theim et al., 2015). We used this program to identify genes for which zoophilic lineages are likely to have

experienced either relaxed or intensified selection. We initially screened genes for intragenic recombina-

tion and found no evidence of significant recombination breakpoints within gene alignments using the

GARD method in Hyphy (p > 0.01). Using RELAX, we specified zoophilic lineages as foreground (test)

branches and anthropophilic lineages as background branches. Using a significance threshold of

p < 0.05, we found thatOr46, Or48, Gr2, Ir100a, andObp15 are likely to have experienced relaxed selection

in all three zoophilic lineages. At p < 0.1, Or80, may also have experienced relaxed selection in zoophilic

lineages. We found strong evidence (p < 0.05) of intensified selection in all zoophilic lineages for Obp2,

Obp10, Obp48, Or6, Gr13, Gr44 and Ir135, and at p < 0.1 for Or28, Or29, Or75, Gr7, Gr22, Gr40, Gr41

and Ir8a (Table 3). Ir8a is a gene that has been previously implicated as a candidate locus for the preference

of humans by Ae. aegypti (Raji et al., 2019).

A

B C

Figure 4. Ir8a – patterns of molecular evolution

(A) Codons in Ir8a in with fixed amino acid differences between anthropophilic and zoophilic populations/species. Numbers above the alignment represent

the amino acid position in the protein alignment.

(B) Neighbor-joining phylogeny (Jukes Cantor) for Ir8a. Support values are based on 1000 bootstrap replicates.

(C) Box-pots comparing pairwise kA/kS ratios between same (A vs A) and different (A vs Z) phenotype comparisons for Ir8a, including A vs Z comparisons for

each separate zoophilic individual sequenced. A = anthropophilic; Z = zoophilic. Median for each group is shown by black line, standard errors are shown by

colored lines and interquartile ranges are shown by shaded areas.
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We also used the program aBSREL (Smith et al., 2015) to find genes for which zoophilic lineages may have

experienced episodic diversifying selection and the program BUSTED (Murrell et al., 2015) to identify

genes for which zoophilic lineages may have experienced gene-wide episodic selection. The aBSREL

method found evidence of episodic diversifying selection in at least one zoophilic lineage for the following

genes: Obp3, Obp5, Obp10, Obp55, Obp71*, Or40*, Gr1*, Gr13, Ir8a*, Ir142. BUSTED found evidence of

diversifying selection in at least one zoophilic lineage for Obp3, Obp5, Obp10, Obp55, Gr13, and Gr58.

Genes showing marginally significant evidence for selection (p < 0.1) in at least one zoophilic lineage

include Gr1, Ir40c, and Ir142.

Overall, we found five genes that are potential candidates based on meeting at least two expected evolu-

tionary patterns as well as showing at least one significant test of positive selection. We found an additional

two genes that show three evolutionary patterns but show no evidence of selection, ten genes that show

Table 3. Results from tests of selection performed using HyPhy (Kosakovsky Pond et al., 2020)

GeneID aBSREL, p u, %sites BUSTED, p RELAX, p, LR, K

Obp2 - – - Int, 0.022, 5.21, 50

Obp3 sSI_hin, 0.0078 6840, 0.83 Y, 0.01 –

Obp5 sSI_hin, 0.0187 228, 0.71 Y, 0.026 –

Obp10 sSI_iren, 0.0293 554, 3.7 Y, 0.033 Int, 0.044, 4.07, 3.13

Obp15 – – – Rel, 0.044, 4.05, 0.23

Obp48 – – – Int, 0.001, 10.93, 50

Obp55 sSI_hin, 0.0184 6350, 0.86 Ya, 0.095 –

Obp71 sSI_irena, 0.075 82.5, 2.7 – –

Or6 – – – Int, 0.034, 4.52, 2.20

Or28 - – – Inta, 0.090, 2.88, 7.61

Or40 sSI_hina, 0.0627 120, 0.59 – -

Or46 – – – Rel, 0.008, 7.09, 0.05

Or48 – – – Rel, 0.029, 4.76, 0.48

Or75 – – – Inta, 0.081, 3.04, 4.79

Or80 – – – Rela, 0.094, 2.18, 0.17

Gr1 nSI_hina, 0.0584 132, 0.76 Ya, 0.091 –

Gr2 – – – Rel, 0.013, 6.21, 0.38

Gr7 – – – Inta, 0.088, 2.91, 3.60

Gr13 sSI_hin, 0.0093 5010, 0.26 Y, 0.021 Int, 0.018, 5.56, 6.23

Gr22 – – – Inta, 0.091, 2.85, 43.46

Gr40 – – – Inta, 0.059, 3.58, 50

Gr41 – – – Inta, 0.071, 3.26, 24.69

Gr44 – – – Int, 0.022, 5.28, 4.96

Gr58 - – Y, 0.017 -

Ir8a NHB_hina, 0.0849 54.9, 1.1 – Inta, 0.066, 3.37, 3.51

Ir40c – – Ya, 0.075 –

Ir100a – – – Rela, 0.055, 3.68, 0

Ir135 – – – Int, 0.013, 6.14, 2.39

Ir142 sSI_iren, 0.0316 32, 0.8 Ya, 0.089 Int sSI_irena, 0.055,

3.67, 2.12

GeneID = Gene orthologue from Anopheles gambiae; u, %sites = omega values on branches under selection for aBSREL

(Smith et al., 2015) analyses and percentage of sites under selection on those branches; BUSTED, p = evidence of selection

in BUSTED (Murrell et al., 2015) analysis (Y/-) and associated p value; RELAX, p, LR, K = genes under selection based on

RELAX (Wertheim et al., 2015) analyses: Int = evidence of intensifying selection, Rel = evidence of relaxed selection, p = p

value associated with test; LR = likelihood ratio; K = K value associated with test;
aIndicates tests with p values >0.05 but <0.1.
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one evolutionary pattern and positive selection and five genes that show evidence of relaxed selection

alone (Table 4). Some of these genes have been previously identified for potential roles in mosquito

blood-feeding behavior, as well as differences in human host preference.We have narrowed these to a sub-

set of four genes (Ir8a, Or75, Obp22, and Gr57) that, based on the combined evidence, are the strongest

candidates for involvement in differences in human host preference (Table 4). These genes show three of

the four evolutionary criteria expected for candidate genes and two of them (Ir8a and Or75) also show ev-

idence of positive or intensified selection in zoophilic lineages.

DISCUSSION

Overview

To identify genes associated with anthropophily in Anopheles mosquitoes, we compared the evolution of

known olfactory genes in an Anopheles species complex showing differences in human host preference.

We found that synteny on a chromosomal level is largely conserved between the Anopheles farauti species

complex and Anopheles gambiae. Furthermore, we found that most olfactory genes (Ors, Grs, Irs, and

Obps) have been subject to purifying selection signified by mean kA/kS values much less than one. How-

ever, we identified a subset of genes that have been subject to either positive (ten genes aBSREL, nine

genes BUSTED – seven genes in an agreement between these methods), relaxed (six genes), or intensified

selection (15 genes) in some zoophilic lineages (Table 3). Eleven genes showed fixed amino acid differ-

ences in intraspecific zoophilic lineages (within A. hinesorum), and one gene (Ir8a) contains a fixed amino

acid difference at the same location on the sequence in all zoophilic lineages (A. hinesorum and A. irenicus)

(Table 2). Phylogenetic relationships strongly suggestive of olfactory genes involved in anthropophily were

also found in a further 28 genes (Table 2, Figure 3); however, we find no evidence for introgression of ol-

factory genes between the two zoophilic species. Based on this combined evidence, we find 22 genes

that may be involved in differences in host preference, with a small subset of four genes that show promise

as the strongest candidates for being involved in these mosquitoes’ capacity for anthropophily (Table 4).

Some of the genes identified have been previously identified in other mosquito study systems, but others

have not previously been implicated in mosquito anthropophily.

Olfactory genes in insects: function, evolution, and role in host preference

Insect olfactory genes consist of four major families—odorant receptors (Ors), Gustatory receptors (Grs),

Ionotropic receptors (Irs), and odorant-binding proteins (Obps). Three of these families (Ors, Grs, and

Irs) produce proteins that are ligand-gated ion channels that span membranes of olfactory neurons,

located in insect olfactory organs of insects (Clyne et al., 1999; Benton et al., 2009; Isono and Morita,

2010). When activated by chemical compounds, olfactory receptors can generate either excitatory or inhib-

itory signals (Xu et al., 2019), which are interpreted in the olfactory ganglia of the insect brain (Li and Lib-

erles, 2015). Different receptors also vary in their sensitivity and specificity to odors (Andersson et al., 2015)

and operate in a combinatorial fashion which is still not fully understood (Andersson et al., 2015; Haver-

kamp et al., 2018). The other major olfactory gene family, odorant-binding proteins, are soluble globular

proteins found in the hemolymph of insect olfactory organs (antennae and palps) (Steinbrecht, 1998).

There, they bind hydrophilic chemicals at the surface of the olfactory organs, and transport them through

the hemolymph, to enable their contact with the receptors outlined above (Pelosi and Maida, 1995; Stein-

brecht, 1998).

The oldest of the four major insect olfactory gene families are theGrs, followed by the Irs. Both these gene

families evolved prior to invertebrates colonizing land at approximately 400 Mya (Robertson et al., 2003)

and are also present in other invertebrate groups (Croset et al., 2010; Eyun et al., 2017). The other two

gene families,Ors andObps, are only present in insects and are thought to have evolved as an adaptation

to the colonization of the terrestrial environment by early insects (Sánchez-Gracia et al., 2009; Eyun et al.,

2017; Brand et al., 2018). Olfactory genes in insects evolve by birth-death evolution (Sánchez-Gracia et al.,

2009), a process that involves gene duplication. In some genes, these duplication events can result in a

release of constraint from purifying selection and potential evolution of novel functions (birth), or a loss

of function via pseudogenization (death) (Nei and Rooney, 2005). This means that there are frequent losses

and gains of olfactory genes between insect taxa resulting in highly variable numbers of olfactory genes in

different insect species. Overall, insect olfactory gene families have been found to be under purifying se-

lection; however, there is evidence that they may be evolving faster on average than other gene families in

some taxa, including Anopheles mosquitoes (Neafsey et al., 2015).
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Table 4. Candidate genes based on combined evidence

Gene Evidence Function Expression Study system Previous ID

3 patterns + selection

Or75 (AGAP002045) int sel (RELAX); kA/kS,

aa (hin Z), phyl

Detecting terpenes No Rinker; Y Athrey & Pitts Anopheles Expressed antennae

downregulated after

bloodmeal (Omondi

et al., 2019)

Ir8a (AGAP010411) + sel (aBSREL hin Z);

kA/kS, aa (all Z), phyl

Detecting lactic acid Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey Aedes and

Anopheles

Combined – see discussion

(Jason Pitts et al., 2017;

Raji et al., 2019; Athrey

et al., 2020)

3 patterns

Obp22 (AGAP010409) aa (hin Z), phyl,

indels (hin Z)

Diel cycle Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey Anopheles Upregulated in dark

(Bivand and Rundel, 2013)

Gr57 (AGAP004716) kA/kS, aa (hin Z), phyl – Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey Anopheles kA/kS (Rinker et al., 2013)

2 patterns + selection

Obp3 (AGAP001409) + sel (aBSREL hin sSI,

BUSTED); kA/kS, phyl

– Y Rinker, Athrey, Pitts Anopheles Expression (Rund et al.,

2011; Rinker et al., 2013;

Athrey et al., 2017)

Or28 (AGAP002722) int sel (RELAX);

kA/kS, phyl

Detecting sulcatone

(Suh et al., 2016)

Palps, f & m

Y Rinker, Athrey, Pitts

Anopheles –

Ir40c + sel (BUSTED); indels (all Z) – – –

1 pattern + selection

Obp5 (AGAP009629) + sel (aBSREL hin sSI),

BUSTED; indels (hin Z)

– Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey Anopheles Expression (Athrey et al.,

2020), Fst (Main et al., 2016)

Obp10 (AGAP001189) + sel (aBSREL iren),

BUSTED, int (RELAX);

phyl

– Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey Anopheles Male biased expression

(Athrey et al., 2020)

Obp71 (AGAP006074) + sel (aBSREL iren); kA/kS – Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey – -

(Continued on next page)
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Table 4. Continued

Gene Evidence Function Expression Study system Previous ID

Or6 (AGAP006167) int sel (RELAX); indels (hin nSI) – Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey – -

Or40 (AGAP002558) + sel (aBSREL hin sSI); kA/kS – N Rinker, Y Pitts & Athrey – -

Gr1 (AGAP004114) + sel (abSREL hin nSI,

BUSTED); phyl

– Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey – -

Gr22 (AGAP009999) int sel (RELAX); phyl Detecting CO2 Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey Anopheles Expression (Athrey

et al., 2021)

Gr40 (AGAP001120) int sel (RELAX); aa (hin Z) – N Rinker, Y Athrey – -

Gr41 (AGAP001122) int sel (RELAX); phyl – N Rinker, Y Athrey – -

Relaxed selection

Obp15 – – Anopheles kA/kS (Rinker et al., 2013)

Or46 (AGAP009392) – – Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey Anopheles Expression (Athrey

et al., 2017)

Or48 (AGAP006666) – Detecting ketones

and alcohol (larvae)

(Xia et al., 2008)

Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey Anopheles –

Or80 (AGAP005495) Phyl – Y Rinker, Pitts, Athrey Anopheles Expression (Athrey

et al., 2020)

Gr2 – – – –

Ir100a – – Antennae Anopheles Expression (Rinker et al.,

2013; Athrey et al., 2020)

GeneID and evidence = Gene ortholog from Anopheles gambiae; Function/Expression = information on gene function and/or expression (if known); Previously identified = has the gene been previously

identified as a potential candidate in human blood-feeding behavior? (Yes/No); Study system = the study system in which the gene was identified as a candidate; Evidence = evidence for the involvement of

gene in anthropophily.
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Because of the central role of olfaction in insect host preference, it has been hypothesized that host shifts

are likely to be associated with changes in olfactory genes (Matsuo et al., 2007; McBride and Arguello, 2007;

Vieira et al., 2007). Consistent with previous studies (Vieira et al., 2007; Sánchez-Gracia et al., 2009), we find

that olfactory genes are largely conserved, with purifying selection being the dominant evolutionary force

that is operating on these gene families in the A. farauti complex. Unlike in someDrosophila systems (Vieira

et al., 2007), we find no evidence for pseudogenization playing a role in host shifts in the species complex.

Confirming our initial hypothesis, we find evidence that both positive and relaxed purifying selection have

acted on a subset of olfactory genes that may be involved in differences in host preference in the species

complex. This is consistent with previous Drosophila studies investigating olfactory gene evolution in host

specialist species (McBride, 2007; McBride and Arguello, 2007; Nozawa and Nei, 2007; Yassin et al., 2016),

as well as other studies that have shown that the relaxation of selection is a common precursor to behavioral

changes involving a loss of function (Coss, 1999; Lahti et al., 2009; Wund et al., 2015; Calderoni et al., 2016;

Lu et al., 2019; Tiwary, 2020).

The Anopheles farauti complex – A model system for studying host shifts and the genetic

basis of anthropophily in mosquitoes

The zoophilic species and populations of the A. farauti complex are only found within the Solomon Archi-

pelago, having evolved from widespread species (A. farauti and A. hinesorum) that exist in New Guinea,

northern Australia, and into the Solomon Archipelago (Beebe et al., 2002, 2015). The ancestral host pref-

erence in the Anopheles farauti complex is generalist mammal-biting (Ambrose et al., 2012) but the host

preferences and host ranges are unknown for zoophilic populations. At the time of the colonization of

the Solomon Archipelago approximately two Mya (Ambrose et al., 2012) there would have been and a

limited range of hosts on these volcanically emerging islands. The archipelago’s limited biodiversity could

have resulted in host range (host specialization) and possibly for a host shift to divergent host group/s such

as birds, amphibians, or reptiles. Humans arrived in the Archipelago approximately 30 Kya (Wickler and

Spriggs, 1988), long after the initial colonization of the Archipelago by species of the Anopheles farauti

complex.

In A. gambiae and Ae. aegypti, the two main established systems for studying the genetic basis of anthro-

pophily in mosquitoes, highly anthropophilic populations/species have evolved from generalist ancestors

(White et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2020). This is in contrast to the A. farauti complex where specialization has

occurred in the opposite direction, with exclusively zoophilic populations/species evolving from anthropo-

philic (generalist) ancestors (Ambrose et al., 2012). Population genetic and phylogenetic relationships

(including convergent evolution of zoophily) within the A. farauti complex, as well as differences in host

preference also make them an ideal system to study the evolution of changes in host preference in mosqui-

toes (Ambrose et al., 2012). As olfaction is central to host preference in mosquitoes, this behavioral shift is

likely linked to changes in the olfactory gene repertoire of zoophilic lineages.

Microsatellite data, as well as nuclear sequence data, have shown that the Solomon Archipelago A. hine-

sorum populations are more closely related to each other for most of their nuclear genomes than to other

populations of the species from other locations (Ambrose et al., 2021). This is despite these populations

belonging to highly divergent mitochondrial lineages that exist in different parts of the Archipelago (the

north and the south). Based on their mitochondrial divergence from the rest of the species which occur

through northern Australia and New Guinea, these two lineages are thought to have colonized the Solo-

mon Archipelago at different times in the past. One lineage is estimated to have arrived at approximately

0.5 Mya and the other over two Mya (Ambrose et al., 2012). In this study, we also observe that Solomon

Archipelago populations are most closely related to most olfactory genes. This is consistent with the hy-

pothesis that gene flow may have contributed to the spread of zoophily from the older lineage into the

more recently arriving lineage; however, we cannot rule out incomplete lineage sorting as an alternative

explanation.

It has already been established, via shared mitochondrial haplotypes, that there has likely been recent

movement of females from a New Guinean population into the recently discovered anthropophilic island

population (Ambrose et al., 2021). Parts of the nuclear genome associated with anthropophily may have

been retained following the recent movement of females fromNewGuinea into this population. This would

be reflected by close phylogenetic relationships between anthropophilic A. hinesorum populations (found

in New Guinea and Australia) and the newly discovered anthropophilic A. hinesorum population in the
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Solomon Archipelago, a pattern we observe in 28 olfactory genes. Owing to the presence of humans in the

Archipelago, anthropophily may now present a selective advantage in this population.

Candidate genes associated with mosquito anthropophily – insights from a new model

system

Mosquitoes usemany cues to detect suitable hosts. In mosquitoes that feed on humans, odor is considered

the most important (McBride, 2016), but at closer range thermal and visual cues are also used (Van Breugel

et al., 2015). Previous work on the two primary mosquito model systems, A. gambiae (An. coluzzii) and Ae.

aegypti, have identified chemicals (kairomones) that may be involved in detecting humans as hosts, as well

as receptors and genes which respond to these kairomones. Both of these species have evolved to be

anthropophilic from zoophilic species making them useful systems for studying the molecular basis of

anthropophily. Studies on these model systems have included behavioral and electrophysiological assays,

revealing the attractiveness of various kairomones and combinations of chemical cues. Some of the most

important kairomones identified in human host detection by mosquitoes include lactic acid (Acree et al.,

1968; Steib et al., 2001; Dekker et al., 2002), sulcatone (McBride et al., 2014), indole (Biessmann et al.,

2010) and ammonia (Geier et al., 1999; Braks et al., 2001; Smallegange et al., 2005). It is well established

that carbon dioxide is important in the host-seeking response in many mosquitoes (Gillies, 1980), acting

synergistically to sensitize mosquitoes to other kairomones and host cues (Dekker et al., 2005; McMeniman

et al., 2014). The genes involved in the detection of carbon dioxide have been identified and are gustatory

receptors expressed on the maxillary palps of mosquitoes (Erdelyan et al., 2012).

In this study, we identified several genes that may be involved in differences in human host detection in

Anopheles mosquitoes. These candidates were identified based on a combination of tests of selection

as well as four evolutionary criteria. Many of these genes have been shown to be expressed in the olfactory

organs of other Anopheles mosquitoes (Rinker et al., 2013; Athrey et al., 2017) (Table 4). The olfactory co-

receptor, Ir8a was one of the strongest candidate genes, meeting three of four evolutionary criteria (phylo-

genetic pattern, kA/kS, fixed amino acid substitution—see Table 2, Figure 4), as well as showing evidence

for intensified selection (Table 3). It was the only gene that showed more than two fixed amino acid sub-

stitutions between anthropophilic and zoophilic A. hinesorum populations (with three additional fixed

amino acids in zoophilic A. hinesorum). Ir8a was also unique in that we found a single common fixed amino

acid substitution in all zoophilic lineages (A. hinesorum and A. irenicus). Even more intriguing is that this

substitution resulted from a different nucleotide mutation at the third position of codon 196 in the two

different species (A to C in A. irenicus and A to T in A. hinesorum). These results together provide evidence

that variation in Ir8a may be central to governing differences in human host preference in mosquitoes.

Consistent with our findings, Raji et al., (2019) performed gene knockdown of the ionotropic co-receptor

Ir8a in Ae. aegypti and showed that mosquitoes lacking a functional copy of this gene did not respond

to human odor (Raji et al., 2019). Ir8a has been shown to be important in the detection of carboxylic acids

in Anopheles and Raji et al. showed that in Ae. aegypti, it responds to lactic and other acids which are com-

ponents of human sweat. They also showed that knocking this gene downwas sufficient to remove the host-

seeking response of Ae. aegypti despite the retention of functional Orco and carbon dioxide receptor

genes. Ir8a has also been shown to form functional complexes with Ir64a and Ir75k which are involved in

detecting acids (Jason Pitts et al., 2017). This gene has also been shown to be involved in the detection

of carboxylic acids in Anopheles (Jason Pitts et al., 2017).Our findings add to the growing body of evidence

supporting Ir8a as an important functional candidate for human host preference and provide the first direct

genetic evidence to our knowledge that this gene may be important in host preference in Anopheles

mosquitoes.

The finding of an olfactory co-receptor gene (which is usually highly conserved) undergoing positive selec-

tion is unexpected. One previous study has reported possible evidence for positive selection acting on the

highly conserved insect olfactory co-receptor, Orco, in some broad (order level) insect lineages (Soffman

et al., 2018). The authors of this study suggest that this may imply functional flexibility of this highly

conserved co-receptor but do not discuss details of this functional flexibility. Positive selection acting on

a co-receptor may facilitate the rapid evolution of differences in sensitivity to entire classes of compounds

(such as acids), which may, in turn, allow a species to quickly adapt to divergent hosts which emit a very

different array of kairomones. It is also possible that the amino acid changes that have occurred only affect

interactions with specific tuning proteins, meaning that possible pleiotropic effects may have more narrow
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implications on chemical compound detection. Our study is the only published work, to our knowledge,

reporting rapid adaptive evolution in an olfactory ionotropic co-receptor. This novel result is, therefore,

worth investigating in other insect and mosquito species that have undergone host shifts.

As well to Ir8a,we find six other genes that we identify as strong candidates based on combined criteria and

six genes based on evidence for relaxed selection in zoophilic lineages (Table 4). One of these, Obp22,

contains a fixed amino acid substitution, indels, and shows phylogenetic relationships between anthropo-

philic and zoophilic A. hinesorum, suggesting a possible role in differences in host preference phenotype.

These gene neighbors (and is therefore possibly co-regulated with) Ir8a in both A. gambiae and A. farauti

genomes. Expression ofObp22 in the antennae of adult female A. gambiae has previously been shown to

be downregulated following exposure to light (Das and Dimopoulos, 2008). Another candidate identified,

Or75, is expressed in adult female antennae of An. coluzzii, with increased transcript abundance in older

(host-seeking) females than in newly emerged females. Or75 responds to terpenes—a component of hu-

man sweat—with human host preference by An. coluzzii apparently being dependent on the presence

of terpenes and other human odors. Furthermore, host-seeking females are more attracted to odor blends

including terpenes than blends not containing these kairomones (Omondi et al., 2019).

The six genes that were found to be under relaxed selection (Table 4) should also be considered poten-

tial strong candidates for playing a role in host preference differences in the species complex. Three of

these genes (Or46, Or80, and Ir100a) show differences in expression indicative of a role in anthropophily

and one (Obp15) has a kA/kS ratio over one in a comparison made between A. gambiae and An. quad-

riannulatus, suggesting that it has been subject to positive selection in other species (Rinker et al., 2013).

The response profile of Or46 has been assessed against a wide array of chemicals and was found to be a

broadly tuned receptor that responds strongly to a wide variety of chemicals but most strongly to isobu-

tyl-acetate in A. gambiae (Carey et al., 2010). The ionotropic receptor, Ir100a is a receptor that has been

found to be expressed at significantly higher levels in the antennae and maxillary palps of the anthropo-

philic species An. coluzzii compared with the zoophilic An. quadriannulatus (Athrey et al., 2017), also sug-

gests a potential role in host preference differences. Although no evidence for a role in anthropophily,

Or80 has been shown to be expressed at significantly higher levels in female versus male antennae in An.

quadriannulatus (Athrey et al., 2020), potentially suggesting a role in host-seeking behavior that is not yet

understood. Finding some of the same genes in the A. farauti complex as has been previously identified

in other species provides evidence that these genes may be important in anthropophilic behavior in a

diverse mosquito species.

Conclusions and future directions

This study contributes significantly to our understanding of the genetic basis of mosquito host preference.

Using a novel Anopheles study system, we focus on a set of gene families with broadly known chemosen-

sory function, identifying candidate genes involved in the human host preference, some known and others

novel. The four strongest candidate genes identified (Table 4) have been previously implicated in human

host preference in other mosquito taxa, validating the evolutionary genetics approaches used in this study

for finding genes related to anthropophily. Future work using this powerful system will include comparative

population genomics studies to further reveal the genetic basis of human host preference in Anopheles

mosquitoes. By investigating both the evolution of genes of known function (such as by performing Mac-

donald-Kreitman (McDonald and Kreitman, 1991) tests on the candidate genes identified by this study) as

well as performing comparative whole-genome analyses (such as by using PCA based methods), a more

complete picture of the molecular basis of differences in host preference in Anopheles mosquitoes may

emerge. Additionally, gene knockdowns of candidate genes performed in colonies derived from anthro-

pophilic populations will further validate the roles of these genes in human host preference of mosquitoes,

as well as uncovering their specific molecular functions.

This work is an initial step toward the understanding of the genetic basis of anthropophily in the A. farauti

complex. However, additional work is needed to gain a more complete understanding of the host prefer-

ence of zoophilic species in the complex, as well as the genetic basis of the differences in behavior

observed. Although we can be confident that exclusively zoophilic lineages do not feed on humans in their

natural environment, determining the preferred hosts and the host range of zoophilicAnopheles species in

the complex will provide an important complement to understanding the genetics underlying this pheno-

type. The de novo assembly of mosquitoes from anthropophilic and zoophilic lineages of the A. farauti
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complex may also reveal novel chemosensory genes and structural genomic changes (such as inversions)

involved in the observed differences in behavior. Differences in gene expression are also likely to explain

some variation in host preference but were not investigated in this study. It would be valuable for future

work to investigate the role of gene expression by performing RNA-seq experiments on olfactory organs

of mosquitoes in this species complex.

Overall, our findings provide a valuable complement to the large body of work conducted on the other two

major study systems (Ae. aegypti and the A. gambiae complex), focused on identifying the genetic basis of

anthropophily in mosquitoes. This system provides a promising addition to advancing our understanding

of this behavior, which will have important implications for eradicating malaria from the southwest Pacific,

and possibly more broadly on mosquito disease transmission.

Limitations of the study

As stated above, this study is an initial step toward developing the A. farauti complex as a complemen-

tary system to advance and broaden our knowledge of the genetic basis of anthropophily in mosquitoes.

Some specific limitations are mentioned in the conclusions and future directions section of the discus-

sion. These include a lack of knowledge of the hosts used by zoophilic members of the complex and

no current data on potential differences in gene expression in species/populations with differing host

preferences. Manipulative experiments involving behavioral assays and gene-knockdowns would in-

crease our confidence in the role of the candidate olfactory genes identified in differences in host

preference.
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(l.ambrose@uq.edu.au or lukeambrose3@gmail.com).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents or materials.

Data and code availability

Raw data and code used in this paper can be downloaded from Mendeley Data:

Anopheles farauti complex olfactory gene alignments and whole genome SNP data - Mendeley Data (doi:

10.17632/4krvxn9z86.1).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All samples used in this study were wild caught organisms. See introduction and method details, as well as

Table 1, for information on the study system and individuals used.
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Illumina TruSeq DNA Nano kit Illumina 20015964

Deposited data

Anopheles farauti reference genome https://vectorbase.org/vectorbase/app/

record/dataset/TMPTX_afarFAR1

AfarF2.7
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tBLASTn Gerts et al., 2006 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1779365/

GeneWise Birney et al., 2004 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/genewise/

R R Core Team, 2018 https://www.R-project.org/

Seqinr (R package) Charif et al., 2015 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/seqinr/index.html
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METHOD DETAILS

Whole genome sequencing, mapping, variant calling and phylogenies

Nine individuals from closely related species and populations of the An. farauti complex were selected for

genomic sequencing, as well as two individuals as outgroups, An. punctulatus and An. koliensis. These

species and populations were chosen based on a combination of two criteria: their host preferences con-

cerning feeding on humans (or that of their species/population), and their phylogenetic and/or population

genetic relationships. These traits and relationships are outlined in Table 1, and population relationships

within An. hinesorum are outlined in more detail in Ambrose et al., 2021 (Ambrose et al., 2021). Genomic

DNA of the nine individuals selected was extracted from whole mosquito samples and sent to Macrogen

Inc. (South Korea), who generated paired-end libraries using an Illumina TruSeqDNANano kit. Sequencing

was performed on Illumina HiSeq 2500 and 2000 machines, with 250bp paired-end (PE) reads. This system

provides a unique contrast to well-studied systems (An. gambiae and Ae. aegypti), where species have

evolved from zoophilic generalists into anthropophilic specialists (White et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2020).

Like An. gambiae, mosquitoes in this system have compact genomes, being 180-220 Mbp in size (Neafsey

et al., 2015). Finally, a reference genome is available for one of the species in the group,An. farauti (Neafsey

et al., 2015; The VEuPathDB Project Team, 2021).

The assembled An. farauti genome Afar2 (with repetitive elements masked) was downloaded from

VectorBase in August 2016. Raw read quality was assessed using FastQC (Andrews, 2010). Details of the

samples sequenced, including species and population, host preference, library type and coverage can

be found in Table 1. We mapped all reads to the An. farauti reference genome, assembly Afar2, using

BWA mem v0.7 (Li, 2013).

To assess the overall phylogenetic relationships between the samples sequenced, we compared phylog-

enies for both nuclear and whole mitochondrial genomes (Figure 1). Two additional individuals belonging

to different species were also included in this analysis (An. koliensis (another outgroup) and An. farauti 8).

These additional samples were included to reconfirm previously established species relationships in the

complex, and to provide an additional sample that is closely related to An. irenicus for mtDNA, as An. far-

auti fromQueensland was previously found to contain introgressed mitochondria from An. hinesorum. The

eleven mitochondrial genomes were constructed by mapping raw sequencing data to a whole mitochon-

drial genome sequence from An. gambiae in Geneious v.8.1.8 (Kearse et al., 2012). Mitochondrial genomes

were aligned in Geneious v.8.1 using CLUSTALW (Thompson et al., 1994) and this alignment was used to

construct a neighbor-joining phylogeny using the HKY substitution model with 1000 bootstrap replicates

(Figure 1), also performed in Geneious v.8.1. Anopheles koliensis was used as an outgroup in this analysis,

based on previous knowledge of phylogenetic relationships between species in the group.

We identified variants using FreeBayes haplotype-variant detector (Garrison and Marth, 2012) and filtered

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to mapping quality Q30 using VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011),

then to a minimum depth of 3 and maximum depth of 30. Following this, we removed any marker that

was missing more than 30% of the data, and then removed any locus with a minor allele count below three

(e.g., one homozygote and one heterozygote). All indels and non-bi-allelic SNPs were removed, leaving

only bi-allelic SNPs and thinned SNPs to a maximum of one every 1000 bp. The remaining 164 041 high-

quality variants were used to construct a neighbor-joining tree using Geneious.

Characterization and genomic location of olfactory genes in the An. farauti complex

We manually isolated and characterized gene orthologues from four olfactory gene families (Ors, Grs, Irs

andObps), in each of the nine genomes sequenced. A local database of the An. farauti reference genome

was created in Geneious v.8.1, which was then queried with local tBLASTn (Gerts et al., 2006) searches of

known amino acid sequences from An. gambiae. For these searches, a cut-off value of 1e-10 was used. This

allowed us to locate most genes queried in the An. farauti reference genome.

Once gene orthologues were isolated from the An. farauti reference genome, the online gene prediction

tool, GeneWise (Birney et al., 2004), was used to predict the coding sequences of these genes. We used the

An. gambiae amino acid sequence of each gene to predict the coding sequence in theAn. farauti reference

genome. This was done for each individual by using the top basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) hit,

and the surrounding region as a nucleotide sequence to query against each reference amino acid
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sequence. Default prediction settings were used in GeneWise searches, apart from using modelled splice

sites as opposed to the simpler GC/AT based splicing mode in most cases.

In cases where an orthologous sequence could be identified in the An. farauti genome, the location of the

gene on the reference scaffolds was identified and the alignments of mapped reads for these regions were

extracted from each genome. The consensus sequence was then used in a second GeneWise query with

theAn. farauti amino acid sequence used to predict the orthologous coding sequences in each of the other

nine genomes. The genomic location of each olfactory gene was identified in both theAn. gambiae andAn.

farauti genomes. From this, chromosomal synteny of olfactory genes was assessed between An. gambiae

and An. farauti, for the 10 largest An. farauti scaffolds (Tables S1–S4 and Figure S2). Some BLAST queries

resulted in top BLAST hits in the same location of the An. farauti genome, possibly due to gene loss or gain

between An. farauti and An. gambiae. In these cases, the queried gene with the best BLAST score was used

to predict the corresponding An. farauti gene orthologue. Coding sequences of each olfactory gene were

aligned in Geneious v.8.1, initially using CLUSTALW, with manual adjustment if necessary. These align-

ments were translated into amino acid sequences and checked for the presence of stop codons. To assess

levels of gene conservation, the percentage of identical sites was calculated in Geneious v.8.1, for both

nucleotide and amino acid alignments (Figure S1, Tables S1–S4). Differences between gene families for

these metrics was assessed in R (R Core Team, 2018) using ANOVA. Both nucleotide and amino acid

alignments were exported for further analyses.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Candidate genes involved in human host detection – Evolutionary patterns

To identify candidate genes that may be involved in human feeding, we initially explored qualitative evolu-

tionary patterns, including 1) fixed amino acid differences, 2) different intron-exon structure between

anthropophilic and zoophilic lineages, 3) higher rates of non-synonymous to synonymous nucleotide sub-

stitutions (kA/kS) in different versus same phenotype comparisons, and 4) phylogenetic relationships (see

Figure 3). Any olfactory genes where phylogeny reflects host-preference phenotype as opposed to known

species relationships would be the strongest candidates for being involved in human host preference (Fig-

ure 3A). This is followed by olfactory genes for which the two zoophilic An. hinesorum individuals are sister

and the anthropophilic An. hinesorum individual from the Solomon Archipelago is closely related to other

anthropophilic An. hinesorum lineages (Figure 3B). We expect that for most non-candidate olfactory

genes, the three individuals of An. hinesorum from the Solomon Archipelago will form a monophyletic

clade in phylogenies (see Figures 3C and 3D), reflecting known ‘average’ nuclear genetic relationships.

Substitution rate variation for each gene was assessed by taking the ratio of the rate of non-synonymous

(kA) to synonymous (kS) mutations (kA/kS). This was calculated pairwise for each gene between all individ-

uals using the kaks function in the R package seqinr (Charif et al., 2015). Each pairwise comparison was also

categorized into one of three phenotype comparison classes: anthropophilic/zoophilic, anthropophilic/

anthropophilic and zoophilic/zoophilic which were used in analyses outlined below. We calculated overall

mean and median kA/kS for each gene family. Because the data is not normally distributed, we performed

non-parametric (Kruskal-Wallis) tests to assess significant differences between gene families. We per-

formed further tests to assess whether there are significant differences in kA/kS ratios between same

and different phenotype comparisons within gene family. Again, we used non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis

tests to assess the significance of differences in these tests. We also produced box plots for kA/kS for

each olfactory gene family by same and different phenotype comparison. These provide a useful way to

visualize the mean, median, interquartile range, and points with values over one. We used a one-sided

two-sample test for equality of proportions implemented in R, to test whether there are significantly

more kA/kS values over one in each gene family for anthropophilic/zoophilic comparisons than in anthro-

pophilic/anthropophilic comparisons.

Candidate genes involved in human host detection – Tests of selection

We used the HyPhy package (Kosakovsky Pond, Frost and Muse, 2005) implemented in the web server,

Data Monkey (Weaver et al., 2018), to assess evidence of selection on branches of interest (those leading

to zoophilic lineages). Prior to running selection analyses, we checked each gene alignment for the effects

of intragenic recombination using the single break point method implemented in HyPhy. The GARDpro-

cessor.bf module was used to assess whether significant breakpoints were due to topological incongru-

ence (rather than rate variation), using the Shimodaira-Hasegawa test (p % 0.01). We used the branch
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site REL method (aBSREL) (Smith et al., 2015) to detect episodic diversifying selection on branches of inter-

est; BUSTED (Murrell et al., 2015) to detect evidence of gene-wide selection on zoophilic branches; and

RELAX (Wertheim et al., 2015) to detect genes for which zoophilic lineages may have experienced relaxed

or intensified purifying or positive selection in relation to other branches. For BUSTED, aBSREL, all

zoophilic individuals were selected as test branches for each analysis.
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